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Let x = (x1 ,..., x,) denote a point of n-dimensional Euclidean space En and 
denote differentiation with respect to xi by Di for i = l,..., n. Consider the 
singular elliptic operator defined on C,,“(G) by the expression: 
Tu = - i Di(aitDju) + cu. 
i&l 
Here G denotes an unbounded subdomain of En, and we make the following 
assumptions on the coefficients: aij = ajr; aij E Cl(G); c is a real locally square 
integrable function defined in G. We further assume that 9’ is bounded below 
and we denote by L the associated Friedrichs extension. Let S(L) denote the 
spectrum of L and let p be the least point of the essential spectrum of L. It is 
our purpose to obtain conditions on L and on G which ensure that (- co, CL) n 
S(L) = 0. This and related problems have often been considered in the 
literature. We refer the reader, for example, to books by G&man [2] and 
Schechter [6J, where further references may be found. But, unlike most previous 
results, we seek conditions which do not impose restrictions on various norms 
of the coefficients of L at infinity. Our motivation comes from results of this 
type which have been established by Kreith and Theil, [3]. Their results 
complemented classical results of Rellich on operators with purely continuous 
spectra; see [2-4]. Our criteria will extend the results of [3] both on the nature 
of the regularity imposed on the coefficients of L and on the nature of the 
domain G. In particular we give an example in which G is allowed to narrow at 
infinity. 
We shall employ the following notation: by ( , ) we shall denote the L2 inner 
product and by ( , ) the E” inner product. If A, B denote matrices, we shall 
write A < B iff{&, (B - A).$ = tT(B - A)5 > 0 for all 5 = (fr ,..., [Jr, 
with fi complex for i = I,..., n. 
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LEMMA. Assume that for all v E Corn(G) and R > 0, E > 0 there exists a 
function 4 E Com(G n {I x 1 > R}) such that 
(1) 
Then S(L)n(--oo,p) = ia. 
Proof. Assume that there exists an eigenvalue 6 = inf S(L), with 6 < p. 
Then, for all E > 0, there exists a function ‘p E Corn(G) such that (p, Ly) < 
(8 + e)(cp, ). By the assumption of the lemma we can construct a sequence of 
C,“(G) functions {&} such that supp($,) n ~upp(#~) = ~a for i # m, and 
(& ,L#() < (8 + 2~)(& , &). By the spectral theorem, it follows that S(L) n 
(-00, 6 + 2~) is infinite. The desired contradiction follows by choosing E 
sufficiently small. 
We now let 0: G -+ G be a one-to-one map which is Cr and Cl invertible on
its (open) range, and such that given any compact subset K of G and any R, 
there exists an integer i such that dist(P(K), 0) > R, where Bi denotes 0 com- 
posed i times. Next, we recall that if u E C,,l(G) then its mollifier converges 
uniformly (together with the first derivatives) tou. Consequently u belongs to 
the form domain of L, and slightly abusing notation, we state: 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that for all q~ E &l(G), E > 0, there exists a function 
+ E C,Z(G) such that inequality (1) holds and such that supp(#) C 8(supp(p)). 
Then (--cc+ p) n S(L) = m. 
Proof. Let v E Corn(G), E > 0 be given, and construct a sequence of C,1(G) 
functions (vi) such that v1 = p, and 
with SUPP(V~+J C~(sup~(~~>)C~~(supp(~)). Ch oosing i sufficiently large shows 
that there exists a function $ E C,l(G) f or which (1) holds and such that 
supp($) C G n {I x / > R + l}. A simple mollifier a gument then gives the 
desired Corn(G) function with support in 1 x / > R. 
We now state our main result: 
THEOREM 1. Let D(0) denote the Jacobian matrix of 0 and assume that there 
exists a real symmetric matrix C E Cl(G) such that: 
(a) C > a; 
(b) c(w)) < (De) @eY; 
(c) c(e(.)> + r(W) < c, a.e. G, 
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where C = (yij), a = (Q, and 
P = j det 0(8-1)11/z E C2(8(G)), 
r = - /z D&.p,P,) P-l. 
Then (- co, p) n S(L) = 0. 
Proof. Let y E C,r(G) be given, and set 4 = Pp(&l(s)), with #(x) = 0 if 
x # B(G). Setting p = OL + ~$3, 4 = u + iv, and grad(u) = (Dru,..., D u)~, for 
convenience, we find 
s 
(grad Z/J, a grad #) dnc 
G 
< 
s 
(grad #, C grad #) dx 
G 
= i G KgraW), cgrad(u)) + <grad(v), C grad(v))) dx. 
Repeating now a direct calculation well known to comparison theory [5, 71, we 
obtain 
s 
(grad(u), C grad(u)) dx 
G 
= 1 P2(grad[a(B-r( .))I, C grad[or(&*( .))I) dx + j a2(k1( .)) P2r dx. 
G G 
Changing variables on the right-hand side to y = F(x) yields: 
jG (grad(4 (m-1 c(w)) we)-l]T grad(a)) dy + j, &ye(.)) dq’. 
Repeating the calculation with v and combining and employing inequalities 
(b) and (c) gives the inequality (J&L+) < (?,&I). Since clearly (I/, #) = (v, v), 
the result follows from Corollary 1. 
A perusal of the above proof shows that if P is constant, then the conditions 
of Theorem 1 can be replaced by the conditions 
(a’) 439) G (04 a pw 
(b’) c(w) < c. 
This is clearly the case when B is a translation or a linear transformation. Our 
Theorem 1 thus implies Theorem 3 of [3] under our weaker assumptions on 
the regularity ofthe coefficients. 
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It seems natural to choose C in terms of a, and thus we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Let p 3 lI(A-l12B) A-1(A-112B)T j11j2 E C?(G), where a = 
A + iB. Conditions (a), (b) of Theorem 1 may be replaced by 
(a”) PO) AVW 3 (1 + p(e(.))) A@(.)); 
w) vw -wv - (1 + p(w))) 40) 
3 w) wwuv) ww-- (ii p(w))) 4wr1 x we) fww. 
In this case C = (1 + p)A, and P and r of Theorem 1 must be modified accordingly. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the real square-block matrix (i :r) is 
nonnegative definite if A is positive definite and A >, BA-lBT. But this is im 
mediate from 
= (A5 + BT7, A-W + BT~)) + (7, (A - BA-W-) 7). 
Now let C = (1 + p)A. If B = 0, there is nothing to prove. If B # 0, then 
p # 0, and consequently we must show that (BpA BP:) is nonnegative. In view of 
the above argument, it is sufficient to show that p2A 3 BA-lBT, that is, that 
p21 3 (A-l/“B) A-l(A-l12B)T. Since this is obviously the case, it follows that 
C = (1 + p)A satisfies condition (a) of Theorem 1. By the same argument, 
conditions (a”), (b”) ensure that condition (b) of Theorem 1 holds. 
Observe that if a is real, i.e., if B = 0, then condition (a”) implies condition 
(b”), and, furthermore, p = 0. Consequently, C = A and the conditions of 
Theorem 1 simplify accordingly. 
THEOREM 2. Let p be as in Corollary 2 and assume that the matrix 
u = a - (De)-yi + p(e(.)) A(e(g)[pe)-11’ 
admits a constant positive lowest bound h, on its pectrum. Assume that n 3 3 and 
that \i(V)- llni2 < A,,n(n - 2)2(n - 1)-2, where jj ln,2 denotes the L”/2 norm and 
I’ = c - [c(@(.)) + r(t?(.))]. Then S(L) n (--CO, p) = o. 
Proof. We note that the result will follow if we can show that 
s 
(grad v, U grad v> - (v-1 I v I2 3 0. (2) 
c 
By the estimate in [l, p. 241, we have 
s (V-1 I ‘p I2 < II V- llnlZ (n - II2 n-l@ - W2 1 (grad v, grad P>, (3) G G 
and, consequently, the conclusion follows by substituting (3) in (2). 
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We illustrate the above results by considering cases which involve further 
estimates on G and L. 
Consider first the case where G is an exterior domain, with 0 E En - c, and 
a = A. In this case a natural choice is 0(y) = y( 1 + h 1 y 1-l) for some h 
sufficiently large, and, therefore, P(X) = (1 - h / x I-1)(+l)/2. 
COROLLARY 3. Let the above conditions hold andfurther assume that aij = aij . 
If the inequality 
@(Y)) G 4~) + h(n - l)(n - 3)(2 I Y I + 94-V Y I + A)-2 I Y l-2 
holds a.e. G for some h su~cienti’y large, then S(L) n (-co, p) = 0. 
Corollary 3 was obtained for n = 3 by Kreith and Theil [3], under stronger 
regularity assumptions on c so that a unique continuation argument could be 
employed. 
For another example, let GCE2, with {I X, I < a; x2 > a}C GC{ I x1 / < b; x2 > 0}, 
with b > a, ~1 > 0. A natural choice in this case is 0(y, , y2) given by (ylab-l, 
y2 + t), with t > (Y. There follows a corollary analogous to Corollary 3. Observe 
that in this example it was possible for G to narrow as x2 --+ co. Finally, to 
illustrate Th orem 2 we consider the case where n = 3 and G is contained in 
{I x I > a} for some (1: > 0 and is conical at infinity, sothat we may take B(y) = ty 
for some suitable t.Thus we have: 
COROLLARY 4. Let the above conditions hold and assume that a,j = aij . 
If jl[c - c(B(.))]- /l3,2 < (t2 - 1)(3)4-Y2, then S(L) r\ (- 00, p) = la. In parti- 
cular this is valid if c = d + f, with d 3 d(k)(.)), and f regular, /If 1l3,2 < 
(t2 - 1)3 . (t2 + 1)-14-l. 
We conclude by remarking on the similarity between our method and that 
of [3]. In both cases isometries are used, but in our case the isometry does not 
appear in the final conditions. Itis replaced by expressions involving 0 and its 
Jacobian. 
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